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                 NICKNAMES
 

Nicknames are some common things in life. It is often
an emotional term, practical to call someone but are
all nicknames nice? Are they all invented for a good

purpose? This is what we are going to show.
 

I interviewed some friends and they told me that
nicknames were important in life, it allowed us to

differentiate ourselves and have a little more
complicity with the people we call. On the other hand,
they can’t please everyone and some use them badly
in order to hurt and make fun of someone. To avoid
this, they think that it is simply necessary to ask the
person’s opinion to know if they agree or not to be

nicknamed so.
 

I agree with them because I like to give nicknames
and I love to be given them. In my opinion it is

something good when you use them wisely. There are
some students who don’t like it because they simply

don’t like it and I respect their choice.
 

To end with, when nicknames are used in a good way
we have a good time with friends and we feel good

and appreciated.
 

by WHITE Eden



Tessa is a person who works well in class and who
is self-confident. Tessa is a friend of mine. One day,

she explained to the Head of the Academy the
course of bullying on social networks. She's the

most amazing and kind person I know.
 

You're the most sociable in the class, even if you're
sometimes shy.
Your classmate Anaïs

Special People Article



 New Year’s School Resolutions 
                               by BEAUCAIRE Mélyssa

 
 

Every year, we all choose a resolution that is good or
bad for the school year, but the problem is that most
of the time, we drop it either because it's too hard or
because of a lack of motivation. What could be the

solution to this problem?
 

To find the answer, I asked my classmate Esthia. She
said that for her the best solution was to make a

schedule to follow so as not to forget the resolution.
She also said that you also have to set a goal that
really corresponds to you and not just follow what

others would do. To conclude she said that it is
important not to rush to want to achieve your
resolution but to take your time to get there.

 
In my opinion, Esthia is right because me too most of
the time I abandon my resolutions because they no
longer motivates me. I would suggest defining your

resolutions as several clear and precise objectives that
should be achieved little by little without forcing

yourself and creating a table that will define the whole
path to follow but at our own pace. Moreover, with

that we have more chance of not forgetting our
resolutions.

 
Finally, having well-prepared plans to keep our

resolutions to the end allows us to reach our goal and
realize our dreams.



Special People Article

Miranda is a 9th grader, she is 14. She has
special talents such as handball. She has

been practicing this sport since she was a
little girl. 

She is attentive, nice, patient, calm,
generous and also loves making

acquaintances. 
One day she helped prepare a surprise for
her cousin's birthday party. She really likes

helping people. 
 

You are a nice person.
your friend, Hannah



What’s new in the school this year
 

  This year, we have a new supervisor. It’s nice
to have a new supervisor. Is having a new

supervisor very important ?
This is what we are going to show.

  I interviewed my friend. She said that a new
supervisor was a good decision. She told me

that having a lot of animation in the school was
the most important thing. She also said that the

uniform was something unimportant in the
school. She declared that the new supervisor

was nice.
  In my opinion, my friend is right because there
are many news things. Indeed, there are more
new materials like tablets…Moreover students
will fight less and they will not complain about,

being bored, or being new in the school…
However, students must have the necessary

new things this year.
  To end with, having a lot of new things, the
pupils will feel better. They will learn with a
good atmosphere and the best equipement.

  This year, the school will have better things.
 

By Flainville Noelie



Special People Article

Noélhann is 14 yearsold. He is nice andvery generous.When he was young,Noélhann saved a hurtbird. He has alwaysbeen good to others.Noélhann is also avery good DJ, hispseudonym isDJSKAYBULL.
 

You are a very friendlyperson. Your friend,Djamy
 



 
 

Gaming 
 

Are video games useful and interesting?
 

 The game console for young people of our time
is the ps4 and ps5 where you can play alone or

with friends the two best games that young
people play are warzone. Fifa. GTA ONLINE NBA

2k. Games allow you to relax and get out of
reality. Video games allow you to develop your

imagination, but WARNING ! do not play too
much because it also has an impact on the

brain.
 

By Jahlil Seymour
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Aged 15, Lynsia is

kind, sociable and

always smiling. She

is passionate about

pastry. She also

loves decorating.

When she was a

little girl, she used

to decorate her play

area. As a dream

job, she wants to

become a wedding

planner. 
 

You really make

good and beautiful

cakes. You are the

best.
 

Your friend, Kynaël



How does cinema influence
society  ?

 
Some films play a sensitizing role and offer a real
awareness of certain socio-economic elements. 

They influence society because they carry a
message, values to defend, or take political

positions.
 

I interviewed a friend of mine. She said that for her,
cinema was a powerful, very dynamic industry that

generated many jobs in the territory ( and
internationaly). She also told me that to create

cinema films, you needed directors , audiovisual
technicians and promoters . She said that cinema

also energized the local associative fabric , by
making cultural associations, neighborhood

cinemas work with. 
 

As far as I am concerned , cinema has become a
popular art, an entertainment , an industry and a

medium . It can also be used for advertising,
propaganda , pedagogy or scientific research

purposes or as part of a personnal and singular
artistic practice . 

 
Conclusion , the phenomenon of influence of

cinema can impact many facets of our daily lives
and the world in which we live : Violence, way of

thinking , political ideas or even religious principles
. 
 

By Noelie Gene
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Her name is Jahida. She is 14

years old and she is a 9th

grader.

Jahida is a very generous

person. She is really

autonomous and also shy

among others. She is also

empathetic and ambitious.

She even gives money to

those who need it m
ost.

 

You are a great person.

Your classmate, Danny.



             Studying and living in Guadeloupe 
or Going abroad?

Life is not easy in France. Above all when we do
not have family members over there. 

What is the best decision to take?

I interviewed a friend about her experience. 
She said that she didn’t know that her life was

going to change so dramatically during her four
last years. At her arrival in France my friend lived
at a lady’s with her two kids. A year passed and

she felt a bad feeling so she decided to ask a
friend. She found a flat and graduated. She found
a work then returned to her family. To her mind,

the best decision was to go back to her island
after these four years.

I believe that without the family and the friends
we wouldn’t go as far in life. 

As for me, if you have projects abroad, but you
have no place to stay or no contact, better go

nowhere.

by Excellent Jade Michelle
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Djamy is 14 years
old he is nice

and generous,
he likes helping

people.
When he was
young Djamy

saved a person
who was

drowning in a
swimming pool.

 
You are heroic.
Your classmate,

Noélhann. 



 
Best band and favorite concerts

experiences
 

Concerts are places to have fun and sing with family and
friends.

What's your best band of music ? Are all the concerts fun?
 

I interviewed my friend Eden, she told me that her favorite
best band was the Jackson five, because they had angelic

voices and were one of the first families of young black people
to have succeeded in the world of music. She said that her

favorite song of the band was " I want you back". She also told
me that she had gone to the Kalash singer's concert in 2015.

Eden said that it was incredible because everyone was singing
and having fun.

 
As far as I'm concerned, I agree with Eden, concerts are very

exiting but it's also very dangerous. Indeed, the crowd can be
violent and invasive. Moreover, you can get robbed and

assaulted, you can also get pushed and stepped on.
 

To end with, there are bad and good concerts. Each person has
his own experience.

 
 

By Jahida Lalande
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Grace is 14 years old, she is a 9th grader. She is very

clever. She even organized a trip to Punta Cana once.

She prepared the activities such as riding a horse,

going to the shopping center, or going to the beach. 
 
 

You are very resourceful.Your friend, Selorane.



  What is the best breakfast in the
world ?

 
In all the best countries the breakfasts are different. Eggs

with white beans, fruits with cheese. 
   Are they ever well balanced ? 

 
I interviewed my mom and she told me that breakfast was

the most important meal of the day. She said that in
Guadeloupe, coffee or chocolate were essential. And finally

she told me that it was balanced. 
 

 For me, breakfast is different in England, for example, they
eat white beans, sausages and bacon, it’s very fatty, but in

another countries like France, there are fruits, croissants and
fruit juice. Only a person can choose his breakfast according

to his taste and his desires. 
 

 To conclude, breakfast can be balanced according to you :
fruit, dairy product, bread, chocolate or peas, bacon or ham.

Choose the right combo!
                                                        

                                                   By Lynsia luce



Special People Article

Océane is a nice and sociable person.

Last week she helped a person who

had troubles crossing. What makes her

so special is her kind side. She doesn’t

chat in class ans she is particularly
good at history. 

 
You are great.Your classmate, Noëline



By DOLPHIN Tessa
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Her name is Sélorane.
She is smiling and

kind. Throughout this
schoolyear, you

made nice
anquaintances with

your smile and
generosity. You have

created your own
business, by making
floral compositions

and cardboard
baskets with your

own hand and your
imagination, and

selling them.
 

Congratulations,
Your friend Grace



What is love obsession ?
 
 

While it is normal to think about your loved one when
you are in love, obsession With love is pathological, a

source of inappriopriate behavior.
 

How to rest and get out of it ?
At the beginning of a relationship it is normal to think
very often of the one you love. They estimate that this

duration is 4 hours daily !
 

When you have limerence, you feel a real obsession for
your loved one.

The differences between love and obsession are numerous,
even if they can be confused at first. Limerence is a form of
obsessive love which may start out as a crush, but quickly

shows its most extreme form, becoming a real problem
both for those who suffer from it and for those who are the

object of the obsession.
 

In love and falling in love, we experience the first
intense feelings and absorbing reactions of the other
person, which eventually adapt over time to lead to a

more stable, healthy and committed relationship.
 
 
 

By ARISTILDE Clairenie
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Noeline is a nice and

sociable person. Last

week she helped

someone who was

sick at school. She is a

good class president,

she listens to people

and she likes making

acquaintances.

 

You are the Best,

Your classmate

Océane.



Special People Article

Melyssa is a calm, serious, pretty girl who listens to
others and is quite reserved, I think. When she was in
primary school, she had the chance to participate in a

competition called spell me. 
 
You are a good classmate,

Your classmate,Shanaël



Concert Experience
 

People are happy to go to a concert 
Why is there so much noise at a concert ?

To my mind there is an explanation about this
question 

 
I Interviewed my classmate . He said that his

concert was noisy. 
He told me that the music, the artists, the

atmosphere and the multicolored  lights were the
most important things in his concert .

He also said that nothing was unimportant in his
concert. To conclude he declared that the

solution was private concert . 
 

In my opinion, he is right because a concert is
noise. I will suggest  to take a private concert in

order to have fewer people and less
noisy music . 

 
To end with there are fewer people, less artists

and less multicolored lights and quieter music, in
a small private concert 

 
By Miranda CORNEIL
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Anaïs is a classmate

and the Class

President of my

class (9th grade

Olivier). Anaïs is a

good helper. She

helped a homeless

man get up because

he had fallen. She is

the most

determined and

caring to others.
 

You have a big

heart. You're the

best Class President

I've ever known.

Your classmate,

Tessa. 



Special People Article

Her name is

Clairenie, she is

14 years old and

she is a
freshman.

Clairenie is the

funniest and
the most

sociable, and

generous

person. Some

time ago, she

helped an

elderly person

find her way.
 

Really kind of
you !!

Eden, your

classmate.



What are the most striking technological
innovations of 2020, including those related to

hoverboards?  
 

Wearable technology should offer us practical features,
accessible anytime and anywhere, to facilitate our daily lives.

But then, why do many people use these tools for unreasonable
purposes ? In my opinion, it would be due to the fact that these
people want to force less and there is a word that answers this

question - laziness. 
Unfortunately, these wearable technologies are quite common
in urban settings. So why do I say unfortunately ? Because in
2021 the hoverboard would have taken 27,000 children to the

emergency room. And that's why doctors warn about the risk of
injury associated with the use of these boards, including

fractures, head trauma and bruises. 
For example, a friend of mine had a rather painful experience
with this type of technology. He explained to me that he was

riding his hoverboard in a park and at some point he got
distracted by something and his board hit a tree branch and

caused him to lose his balance. And because of that they had to
take him to the hospital to receive treatment for a bruise. Since
that day he said he wouldn't make the same mistake twice, it
served as a lesson to him. In any case, after this incident, he

never had a problem again. 
But then what should be done to prevent this kind of accident

from happening more often ? I think, the best and most
recommended solution is to wear protective gear, including a

helmet, knee pads and elbow pads. Above all, it is important to
maintain a safe environment and to supervise children

carefully, especially when they are playing or using motorized
toys. 

In conclusion we should be careful about our use of wearable
technology such as hoverboards. Because it can involve several
risks, such as having serious injuries or finding excuses to avoid

exercising or walking longer distances, which could be
considered laziness. This is why we must all be careful about
how we use these tools because even if they are very useful,

they can sometimes be bad for us. 
By Kéhane Dondin
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Let me introduce Mickel,14 years old, a very openstudent who works verywell at school and alwayshelp others. Honestly, hehas several qualities. He isalways organized and verysociable. He likes playingbasketball with his friendsand also playing NBA 2k22video game. 
 He and Kynaël are verygood friends



Special People Article

Let me introduce Malia. She is a 9th grader in
Florette Morand Middle School. But not only. This

girl is smart and wise. She has a very good sense of
friendship and is always committed to what she

does. 
 

You are calm and you are very resourceful. You're
the best.
Alexia, your Classmate.



This year I was proud of ?
What is the thing you are most proud of this year ?

 
 
 

The thing I'm most proud of during this year is the fact that at one
point I felt very low and I was able to get up despite all the

difficulties.
Self-confidence is very hard to have again.

 
What to do to feel better ?

Personally, I think you have to be surrounded by people you like.
Have friends you can confide in and an adult if needed.

I also think that the teachers can be aware that if a student does
not answer the questions they ask or still do not participate in

class do not force them to do so.
 

Personnaly, it worked and I'm better thanks to it.
Being better mentally is one thing I'm the most proud of .

 
My conclusion is you always have to be surrounded by good

people.
 
 

By Oceane LIZARTE



Special People Article

Her name is Floricia and she is 14 years old. She
is kind and listening, determined and beautiful.

She participated in an international scrabble
contest and she finished first !

Congratulations !
 

You are the best of advisors,
Your cousin, Runëlla
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His name is Danny,
he is 14 years old

and he is a 9th
grader. Danny is

the most
ambitious,

empathetic and is
quite generous.
Last month he

helped a disabled
person cross the

street. A real
altruistic !

 
You are a good

classmate, and you
are very good at

singing Ed
Sheran's songs lol

 
Jahyda, your

classmate
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Her firstname is
Runëlla. In September
and October she was

1st in the goal
classification of her

category in handball.
Runella is intelligent,

attentive and
courageaous.

 
She is a very good

friend of Malia's
 

Your are resourceful
and calm
Your cousin, Floricia.



New Year resolutions
 

Who says New Year, says resolutions. We have all already
made a list of good resolutions for the coming year at

least once. In this article we will talk about these
resolutions and more specifically school resolutions. We'll

see if writing resolutions is useful these days.
 

What are your school resolutions? I was able to ask my
sister about it. She told me that she would try to

participate more and get better grades She said that she
would like to progress in the subjects where she is not

strong. Do you think resolutions are helpful? She told me
that for the most part she found it useless but that helped

her to move forward and to set goals.
 

For me, my sister is wrong to say that resolutions are
useless, on the contrary, writing resolutions could help us

learn to persevere and always move forward, especially
when it comes to school resolutions. It helps us to set
goals and teach us to always want to achieve our goal.

 
In conclusion, school resolutions can be useful to us

according to the goals and objectives of each one. All
depends on our motivation to succeed in meeting these

objectives.
 

By VALIER-NARCIN Anne-Sophie
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Jahlil is a 9th grader. He is nice and friendly and
always participates in English Classes. He is an

excellent basketball player and deserves to
become the MVP !

 
You are a good student,
Your teacher, Mrs I-P.



Special People Article

Eden, Noelie, Shanaëlle, but also Lynsia, are part of MY SPECIAL TEAM in
English Classes with other students of course. They are really

motivational and inspiring for me, but also for other students. They
always help, support and encourage others. They are very active,

resourceful, creative, and always willing to work and improve. Having
them in my class for two years has been a real pleasure and a great

honor. 
 

I will always remember you, because each of you are special.
Your English teacher, Mrs I-P.



Florette  Morand Middle School
Year 2022-2023 with Mrs Inamo-Prudenté

 
9th grade Bonzaï
9th grade Olivier

 
Thoughts to: Kelyann, Nolhan C., Quentin L., Mélina,

Mathis A., Nelly, Tom, Noah and Yoël, who
participated in the project but couldn't get to the end

of it. 


